
Eleventh Masonic District Speakers Bureau 

 

Stephen Hill - stevechill@aol.com 

- Allied Masonic Degrees 

o Wardens Columns 

▪ Used in 75% of US jurisdictions but sparingly in Ohio 

- Non-Masonic 

o Chair Caining 

Jeff Sime - iflym2@hotmail.com 

- Sacred Geometry 

- Ancient Egyptian Sacred Knowledge 

Dick Fries  - rgfries65@gmail.com  (I don’t believe it is presented by Dick) 

- The Zenobia Shrine 

Earl Wells  - earlrwells@gmail.com 

- Cable Tow Length 

- From A Brother To A Friend 

- Bad Things Happen To Good People 

- The Grand Hailing Sign 

- The Benefit of Prayer 

- The Last Tool You Are To Use 

Todd Williams - williams.toddm@gmail.com 

- Advanced Directives (Why is a living will important?) 
- Endowed Membership Program (The Importance of Being Well Endowed) 

John Stone - john@merithousetoledo.com 

- Senior and Long Term Care 

Hayward Evans - hayware007@gmail.com 

- Diamonds and Compasses (baseball theme) 

Duane Kemerley – dkemerley@gmail.com 

- See next 2 pages 
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OTHER SERVICES AVAILABLE: 
 
MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR®,  

Qualified administrator / practitioner 
 Understanding your personality type (and other’s type) 
 Applicable for coaching, career development,      relationship / 
team building, etc. 

For individuals, groups, and teams. 

 
COACHING (LIFE COACHING & PROFESSIONAL COACHING) 
One-on-one and group sessions to help you reach your most important, personal, group and life changing goals.  
Creating strategies for success. 
 
MEDIATION: Guided Negotiation for Conflict and Resolution 

Using a ‘third party neutral’ person in reaching common ground in disputes.  (training and resources from the 
Capital University School of Law and the Lombard Mennonite Peace Center) 

 
 
 
       I do not have a set fee. I do not do this as a business.  It is my hope that offering these presentations and 
workshops would not become a financial burden to me.  I would request that any expenses I incur in doing a program 
(usually travel, handouts, etc.) would be reimbursed.  In addition, a pleasant honorarium would encourage me to say 
yes to the next group like yours or individual that contacts me with a request.  - DAK 
 

 
 
 
Contact information: 
 
Duane A. Kemerley 
 
DKemerley@gmail.com 
 
www.Kemerley.com 
 
567.376.9741  Mobile and Text 
 
5028 Road O 
Pandora  OH  45877 
 
 
 
 

WORKSHOPS / PRESENTATIONS / SEMINARS 
Currently taught / presented by Duane Kemerley   

 
A.  Shekel Legacy: The Half Shekel in Silver 
       A historical timeline of the half shekel from the time of Moses to the present. 

 
B.  Mysteries of the Temple Mount: Where have all the Temples gone? 
       The first temple built by Solomon, the second temple built after the Babylonian exile, and the rebuilt temple by 
Herod the Great.  How were they located and where have they gone. 
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C.  The Holiest Place in Christendom: The Church of the Holy Sepulcher (Easter)    The Church, the place 
(Golgotha and burial site), and its history.  

 
D.  Where the Story of Jesus Begins: The Church of the Nativity (Christmas) 
       The simple grotto that is the setting for the world’s most notable birth. It’s more than a scene on a Christmas 
card. 
 
E.  Jerusalem Underground: Four 1st century archaeological sites now under the current Old City. The Burnt House, 
the Roman Plaza under the Damascus Gate, Zedekiah’s Cave, and the Western Wall Tunnel. * 
 
F.  Ancient Ingenuity: Taking a hike in Hezekiah’s Tunnel 

The construction and use of this ancient water system from the Gihon  
Spring to the Pool of Siloam. 

 
G.  Benjamin Franklin – In His Own Words 
          Benjamin Franklin was one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. A renowned polymath, Franklin was a leading 
author, printer, political theorist, politician, freemason, postmaster, scientist, inventor, civic activist, statesman, and diplomat.  
Franklin’s writings express the wide range of his personal interests and the diversity of situations and settings throughout his life.  
He composed scholarly discourse with the same ease with which he proposes common knowledge and truisms in Poor Richard’s 
Almanack.  Duane Kemerley brings Benjamin Franklin to life in character and costume as he shares this most influential 
gentleman’s wisdom and presence . . . ‘in his own words.’ 

 
H.  A Holy Land Pilgrimage: To walk where Jesus walked 
       Sights and scenes from a typical Holy Land Pilgrimage 
 
I.  The Feast of the Paschal Lamb 
       This presentation considers the symbolism of the Passover Seder and the Last Supper.  Especially appropriate 
for Holy Week observances. 
 
J.  Telling Your Organization’s Story: Letting people know just who you are  
       A pattern for sharing what you are about using helpful stories and metaphors instead of a ‘sales’ approach.  
 
K.  Setting Your Sights: A Commitment to Excellence  
       Deciding to make choices that energize and focus your best efforts and move you toward your goals.  
(motivational presentation)  
 
 

LEADERSHIP / MANAGEMENT MODULES:  
 
1. Meetings People Will Attend: 

 Agendas that are: Effective, Efficient, Planned, & Purposeful * 
 
Nothing saps the life out of your organization like long meetings that are often ineffective and struggle to make 
positive, forward movement.  Learn how to lead your group to success by refining the art of planning a detailed 
agenda before the gavel falls.  
 

2. Dates, Times, and Places That Work: 
 Calendar / Term Planning / Annual Planning * 
 
Too often, one yearly plan looks sadly just like all the rest and planning is done in the crunch.  New ideas are 
more of a problem than an energizing resource.  Learn a pattern of planning and scheduling that protects the 
resources of your group and energizes your activities and events. 
 

3. Getting the Word Out . . . and Back: 
 Developing Effective Communication Strategies * 
 
Do you have a detailed plan for communication – or do you assume that it just happens.  This process seminar 
guides you in defining the necessary layers within the concentric circles of communication throughout your 
organization.  Developing effective methods of gathering feedback and interaction are included. 

  



 
4. The Tie That Binds: 

 How Members Bond & Intervening in the Dropout Track * 
 
Too often we think that members automatically feel comfortably connected to our organization.  This module 
details how that bonding process works and how to enhance those relationships.  The second part walks through 
the steps through which members pass when they become detached and begin to fall away from the 
organization.  Specific intervention approaches and techniques are included. 
 

5. Building Effective Committees and Teams:  
Including Dreamers, Realists, and Critics * 
  
How often do you see committees drift in circles instead of moving progressively toward task-fulfilling plans and 
results?  Ever notice a team that is constantly bogged down with negatives, unable to advance their objectives.  
Learn how careful selection of task group members and assignments within the group can insure success. 

 
6. Building Toward a Preferred Future:  

 
Goal Setting and Strategic Planning 
A guided process for establishing well defined goals as well as timelines and strategies for meeting those goals 
 

7. Sharing Freemasonry: 
Encouraging interest and response through effective storytelling * 
 

What do we say when someone asks about Freemasonry or inquires about our involvement in the Masonic 
fraternity?  This session gives you a simple and straightforward pattern to use in casual conversation and all the 
way to formal presentations.  Just picture four fingers and a thumb  . . . and you are ready to begin. 
 

8. Becoming a Highly Effective Listener 
Skills: Paraphrase, Perception Check, Behavior Description, Productive Questions, & Fogging * 

 

 People work overtime these days at expressing themselves.  Discover how to retrain your abilities to listen 
carefully and respond to people in ways that encourage useful cooperation and good relationships.  Learn five 
essential skills that will increase your effectiveness at understanding and influencing others in positive ways. 

 

9. Filling the Barrel: Priorities for Management Behavior * 
 

As leaders, we always seem to be struggling to keep the ‘barrel full.’  There seem to be a new leak every time we 
turn around.  This seminar teaches two essential attitudes, two strategic directions, and acknowledges a singular 
foundation as we lead toward success, growth, and improvement.  A must for leaders searching for pivotal 
priorities for effective management behaviors. 

 

10. The Stages of Organizational Decline and Regeneration: 
From Excellent, to Neurotic, then Declining, and Eventually – Demise * 
 

Gauge the level of “excellence’ of your organization.  Discover the issues that drive groups and individual leaders 
toward decline and demise.  Find out how to utilize the factors that fuel positive growth and renewal. 
 

11. Communicating Across the Generation Gaps: 
 Applying Generation Theory to Your Organization * 
 

Throughout the ages, each generation is mystified by the interests, behaviors, and the ‘fads’ of those younger 
and older than themselves.  Learn why there are multiple generation gaps, not just one.  Discover the 
characteristics of the five living generations and how best to connect with each one and motivate them. 
 

12. A Masonic Hierarchy of Needs 
 

This presentation utilizes the concepts behind Abraham Maslow’s ‘Hierarchy of Needs’ and adapts those basic 
theories to organizational success and the failures of leadership expectations.  There are also specific guidelines 
for creating organizational health and stability. 
 

* These seminars / presentation may be previewed at www.FreemasonUniversity.com. 

 


